
RADIO WAVES

 Radio waves are all around us:
 TV
 Radio
 Mobile phones
 Wi-Fi,
 They propagate all around us and go through almost 

any material



APLICATION OF RADIO WAVES(RW)

 Medical: dermatology, gynecology, 
surgery, etc.

 Aesthetics: non-invasive face and body 
treatments (RW skin tightening, body 
shaping)



RADIO WAVE APPLICATION IN AESTHETICS
SKIN TIGHTENING - ST AND BODY SHAPING - BS



TYPES OF RW TREATMENTS

 Monopolar – body shaping, deep penetration, waves go through whole body heating 
the tissue, this process affects on fat molecule dissolving and blood circulation.
Current goes through whole body, from probe (HandPiece – HP) to neutral 
electrode, there is no way to predict current flow path through the body. Not safe 
way. Disputable effects.

 Bipolar – depending on frequency and electrode distance, body shaping or skin 
tightening (effect on collagen fibers or fat tissue cells. Safe, efficient and controlled 
method with results which are repeatable.



Combined platform for BS i ST!



RW SKIN TIGHTENING (ST)

 Mostly used in aesthetics and cosmetology

 Leads to natural regeneration of collagen

 Non-invasive, painless and safe method

 No consumables – fast ROI



RW SKIN TIGHTENING (ST)

 Bipolar technology

 Precisely controlled depth of penetration

 Precise effect on collagen layer with maximal energy density

 Active treatment with no undesired effects

 No additional costs

 Safe, constant and unique results



RW BODY SHAPING (BS)

 Bipolar technology

 Precisely controlled depth of penetration and applied energy 

 Aimed effect on adipose tissue layer of hypoderm 

 For best results stimulation of lymph system should also be done 
(device for automated lymph drainage)

 Safe, unique and efficient treatment with no consumables



BIOMEDICAL FOUNDATION

 RW below 3MHz cause movement of charged particles (water molecules and 
ions) through the tissue in direction of RW (can cause electrollite disbalance in 
body)

 RW between 3MHz and 5MHz cause molecule vibrations

 Electromagnetic field with frequency above 5MHz cause rotation of water 
molecules

 Depth of penetration and heat effect depends on electrode distance between 
electrodes, frequency, applied RW technology, applied power and electrical features 
of the tissue
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BIOMEDICAL FOUNDATION

 RW devices generate controllable RW energy

 Around 75% of human body is made of water

 Water molecules are functional dipoles (positive – oxygen, negative 
– hydrogen)

 Polarized molecules placed in electrical field have orientation



BIOMEDICAL FOUNDATION

 ShapeUp! Device works on 4MHz frequency – electromagnetic field 
changes direction 4.000.000 times per second

 Water molecules vibrate, causing heat and temperature increase in tissue, 
their friction (between molecules) causes therapeutic effect



BIOMEDICAL FOUNDATION

 4MHz frequency is safest choice for bipolar RW

 Cooling is not necessary, and in the same time needed power is available for the 
maximal effect (max. 50W) and optimal results

 Energy penetrates into skin up to 6mm (for ST) or 20mm (for BS) before it is fully 
absorbed by water molecules

 Maximal energy density is at 2 to 4mm for ST and 5 to 15 for BS (measured from the 
surface of HP)



BIOMEDICAL FOUNDATION

 Shape of the HP enables equal energy distribution and constant depth 
of penetration on the whole active area of HP, without regard of direction 
of HP movement

 Equal Energy Distribution (EED) = minimal possibility of adverse 
effects + stable and unique results



BIOMEDICAL FOUNDATION

 RING ELECTRODE eneables EED and constant depth of penetration



BIOMEDICAL FOUNDATION

 Study conducted on 35 healthy women, 15 days after treatment

Before treatment After treatment



BIOMEDICAL FOUNDATION– BS

 Energy generated with BS HP penetrates up to 20mm into body before it is 
completely absorbed in water molecules 

 Since fat tissue has highest impedance for RW, this RW energy transforms into heat

 Heating fat tissue increases its potential energy causing triglyceride and diglyceride, 
monoglyceride and free fat acids, which are, in contrast with lipids stored in adipocites, 
in liquid state 

 Liquid fat is released in intercellular space causing fat cell shrinkage 



COUNTERINDICATIONS

 Malignancy

 Pregnancy

 Skin irritation 

 High blood pressure

 Blood coagulation disorders

 Active or recent use of accutane



COUNTERINDICATIONS

 Pacemaker, defibrilator or other internal electrical device

 Autoimmune disease 

 Multisystem diseases

 Tooth implants

 Fillers and botox (RW treatment speeds up dissolvment)



SPECIAL ATTENTION

 Smokers

 Alcohol, tea and coffee

 Metal tooth implants

 Recent surgical interventions

 Current drug therapy



CHOOSING THE CLIENTS

 Potential client is a healthy person with active aesthetic issues – skin 
laxity, wrinkles, localized fat tissue and cellulite

 Client needs to be prepared for the treatment, with increased, balanced 
fluid intake



PROTOCOL

 For best and longterm results it is recommended to repeat 4 to 6 treatments once 
a month for ST or twice a month for BS

 Treatment is dynamic, done by smooth circular movements, covering the whole area

 There are two treatment phases: 

I Pre-therapy- (until reaching tissue temperature up to 40 ° C)

II Therapy - (depending of set power longer or shorter time treatment) Goal is to 
“deliver enough amount of energy into the treated area)



TREATMENT PHASES
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PROTOCOL

 After RW treatment, there is light erythema and edema, which should disappear 
after a few hours, rarely after a day or two

 Tissue is warm, smooth, firm and slightly more sensitive than after the treatment

 Best results are expected after 2 weeks (BS) or 4 weeks (ST) after the treatment

 ST treatmant should be repeated 3-6 times in intervals of 3-4 weeks

 BS treatmant should be repeated 2-6 times in intervals of 2-3 weeks



PROTOKOL

 Client should be prepared for the treatment by increased hydration 
(water consumption) at least 3 days prior and 3 days after the treatment

 No special need is required after the treatment, on the treated area 
thermal water or hydration cream for calming of the skin, or Aloe vera gel 
eg.



APPLICATION EXAMPLE



APPLICATION EXAMPLE
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